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1 Introduction

The configuration documentation explains how to run the implemented scripts for the
present research topic. This will ensure that the code runs smoothly and without errors.
This also contains information about the hardware setup of the machine upon which
scripts are run, as well as the same suggested minimum configuration. Following these
procedures will aid in the replication of the project’s outcomes. This can then be analyzed,
and further research can be done with ease.

2 System Configuration

2.1 Hardware Configuration

• Device name: LAPTOP-7CVAFID5

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-10210U CPU @ 1.60GHz 2.11 GHz

• Installed RAM: 8.00 GB (7.80 GB usable)

• System type: 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor

2.2 Software Configuration

The project was implemented using the Python-based Jupyter notebook IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) included in the Anaconda package. The steps to execute the
developed scripts are illustrated in the following sections.

3 Downloads and Installation

• Python
This research project is carried out using Python. It has remarkable and note-
worthy number of supporting models for Machine Learning and Deep Learning.
It also has number of libraries and several modules that helps with smooth pre-
processing, altering images, ease of use and implementation. Therefore, the initial
requirement for running the script on the computer is to have latest version of py-
thon downloaded. This can be accomplished by browsing to the python website1
download page 1 and downloading the software installer for the desired version

1https://www.python.org/downloads/
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based on the operating system of the computer that will be running it. Figure 1
depicts the screenshot of official python website from where the latest version can
be installed. After downloading, by following the installation instruction the file
must be installed.

Fig.1 Download page of Python

The success of the installation can be confirmed using the ‘python –version’ query
in the Windows command prompt. It tells you what Python version you have
installed.

• Anaconda
The next package to be downloaded is Anaconda. It offers a number of user-
friendly Python-based IDEs that may be used for code development and viewing of
outcomes. The most popular IDEs available in Anaconda Navigator on installation
are Jupyter Notebook and Spyder.It can be downloaded from the offical website 2

for different OS so the OS specific installer has to be downloaded. On successful
downloading and installing Anaconda Navigator, multiple IDEs are displayed that
can be selected according to the need of the develpoment. Among all the IDEs
available Jupyter IDE is used in this research project.

Fig.2 Anaconda Navigator

2https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual
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• Data Source: This research uses the Amazon’s product reviews dataset and its
meta data available online 3. The author has distributed the data into categories
as there are numerous amount of products available on Amazon. From the number
of categories available a subset of ”All Beauty” products are used for the research.
The original data and the meta data available for all beauty products is used for
the project.

4 Project development

As shown in Figure 3, Jupyter Notebook should be launched from the navigator installed.
As you launch the jupyter IDE, a new tab is opened in the browser.

Fig.3 Jupyter Notebook home page

A new python 3 notebook can be created and suitable name for the file can be given.
This is the initial stage of coding. The file that we are creating is in .ipynb format. As
the project carries out the implementation of Machine Learning models, some additional
libraries of python need to be installed when required. These libraries can be installed
using pip command in the command prompt or on the Jupyter Notebook.
Example:
For command prompt : pip install numpy
For Jupyter Notebook: !pip install numpy

Firstly, some of the standard libraries required for building model for Sentiment Ana-
lysis are installed.The latest versions of these libraries are installed and some of the
standard libraries include:

• Scikit-Learn

• Numpy

• pandas

• Sklearn

• Matplotlib

• Gensim

• nltk

3http://deepyeti.ucsd.edu/jianmo/amazon/index.html
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Once the coding is complete, the script can be launched using the jupyter notebook com-
mand or by running the code in blocks. If there are any mistakes in the code, they will
be displayed below the code block, where they can be debugged.

As the process of running the model begins, converting and fetching the data in a pandas
dataframe is required. As the source file was in json.gz format and the meta data was a
large file so in order to decompress the files gzip is imported and then it is converted to
dataframe as shown in figure 4.

Fig.4

4.1 Text Pre-processing

Fig.5

Figure 5 depicts the imported libraries required for the model development.
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Figure 6.

This block shows the merging of original data and meta data.

Figure 7.

In the first block, unnecessary columns that bring no value are discarded.

Second block depicts the merging of two columns ’Summary’ and ’reviewText’ to a new
column named ’review Text’.

In the next block, a subset of perfume is retrieved from the entire set by passing a
search string of ”perfume—perfumes—Perfume—Perfumes”.

Figure 8.

In figure 8, the ratings provided by the user is classified as good or bad. The ratings are
in the range of 1-5 where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest rating. The rating which
is less than 3 is classified as ’Bad’ and the rating which is equal to or greater than 3 is
classified as ’Good’. In the second block, the classified rating is applied to the rating
column and a rating class column is formed.
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Figure 9.

Figure 9 depicts some of the statistical analysis carried out in the project.

Figure 10.

This is used to plot bar chart which shows the total number of ratings for each class

Figure 11.
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Figure 12

The above block depicts some of libraries imported and defined functions for text pre-
processing.

4.2 Model Development

Figure 13
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Importing all the libraries required for Model building

Figure 14

In this block, the data is split into test and train in the ratio of 75:25.

Following blocks of code shows the models defined for various algorithms.

Support Vector Machine:

Figure 21

Naive Bayes:

Figure 22

Logistic Regression:

Figure 23
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Figure 15

The block above depicts the global function defined for modeling and how the data is
trained.

Figure 18

The above blocks shows the creation of word vectors with CountVectorizer and TF-IDF
Vectorizer
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The above block is a function for creation and displaying confusion matrix

Figure 16

Figure 17

The above block is a function for generating confusion matrix
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Figure 19

The above block shows how the model is evaluated in the form of classification report.

Figure 20

This block generates the classification report for the model using multiple evaluation
metrics.
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